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I joined-up with the Turkey-12 volunteers as a somewhat “older woman.” 

When I entered PC training at Portland State College in 1965, I was a 28 

year-old MSW who had listened with some “Catholic guilt” to Sarge 

Shriver speak at my Fordham School of Social Work graduation about 

everyone fortunate enough to 

have an education being obliged 

to spend at least two years 

giving it back through Peace Corps. So, after a couple 

years of post-graduate work experience and PC 

training, I was assigned to establish a social work 

department at Hacettepe Hospital in Ankara and 

create a graduate social work program at Hacettepe University. I was too naïve to realize what an 

awesome challenge and opportunity this was but fortunate to be assigned a Turkish counterpart, 

Nüket, with whom I could work to complete the hospital portion of the assignment. She was a 

recently-graduated MSW who had completed her degree in New York and returned to Turkey 

even younger and less experienced than I was. We used the community organizing technique I 

had been taught in Portland – not “going to the village well,” but interviewing all the doctors and 

administrative staff at the hospital to find out what they thought social workers did and how they 

would use the services of a social work department. As I recall our work, it seems that we 

managed to build a department together, mostly by talking for hours and hours at a time about 

what to do next!  (We also talked a lot about cultural differences and MEN.) 

As I reminisce about it now, it seems that those two years in Ankara were filled with exciting 

new adventures and fun with my three PC roommates – Toni Szalay, Kit Hansen (like me, a 

University of Wisconsin alum) and Cindy 

Wicker – and later with my Turkish roommate 

Muzaffer. When I think about it a little longer, 

I recall that while it was actually happening, 

my focus was mostly on surviving the day-to-

day – particularly the five-block walk to the 

hospital, often with men in dark suits 

following and muttering propositions. And as I got closer to the hospital, which was under 

construction, the challenge of dodging fruit peelings and small stones thrown by workmen who 

“cat-called” what they thought were appropriate greetings for Western women. That was unless 

my buddy Cindy and I caught a cab and smoked a cigarette together, thus avoiding the worst part 

of the day simply by blowing the budget yet again.     

Like any good consumer of the Peace Corps’ generous 

vacation policy, I was happy to take advantage of several 

opportunities for inexpensive travel – including many 

weekend adventures in Istanbul. The most memorable of 

those was Cathy (Jorgenson) and Ron McCutcheon’s 

wedding. Lots of fun, plus I love chocolate cake! Whenever I was in Istanbul, I stayed at the 

YWCA, an obscure building hidden in the hills and very difficult for cab drivers to locate. I was 
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always the only guest, and I felt the staff was suspicious of me 

for even being there, though it was terribly cheap.    I also always 

took advantage of the salon services, where I typically got “the 

works” – shampoo, cut, styling, pedicure and manicure – all for 

the equivalent of $5.00, including tips! I also remember visiting 

Konya with my Turkish friends - Nüket and Muzaffer and their 

respective fiancés. We went to see the Whirling Dervishes and 

for Nüket to meet with an elderly and famous hoja (teacher) who 

lived in a house connected to the saint whose tomb was 

prominently displayed where it had risen miraculously from the 

ground. When we met with him, the hoja was alarmed that I was 

wearing a silver pin of the scroll of a religiously significant 

Arabic word UPSIDE-DOWN! He thought perhaps I was saying 

something. My friends assured him that I just didn't know any better. We got into even more 

trouble later in the day when we tried to buy wine at a kiosk. The proprieter berated us soundly 

for being infidels inasmuch as it was RAMADAN!! Now, you would think 

that Nüket and Muzaffer would have known better. Go figure. 

I also took a month to travel in Eastern and Southern Turkey with Lynn 

Kendall, another T-12 PCV who went to the University of Wisconsin. We 

were treated like “femme fatales,” and our hotel room was searched in 

Antalya because we were seen talking to an American sailor on the beach. 

The hotel manager told us that nothing would come of this because the police were reassured by 

examining our passports and discovering we were simply Americans – not, despite my dark hair, 

Turkish woman in need of either punishment or protection.   

When I returned to the U.S., I got a job as a social worker at Catholic Social Services in San 

Francisco. I stayed there 34 years, with many different job assignments – but all with more 

structure and preparedness than I was able to muster at Hacettepe. As a single mom, I lived with 

similar budget constraints as I had previously and didn’t travel much. 

So…when I retired in 2002, I took a comfortable route to world travel and rejoined the Peace 

Corps for another two years – this time in Gabon, Africa. (Now a MUCH older woman!) Again, 

at first reminiscence, I recall great times with my young volunteer friends; and wonderfully 

interesting experiences with my host family and the staff at the women and children’s clinic 

where I worked. My primary challenge was to 

present little talks in French on preventing 

common illnesses such as malnutrition, 

dysentery, malaria and HIV. Actually, my 

challenge was the French language, health 

concepts being pretty universal. It might be 

interesting for Turkey-12 RPCVs to know that 

although PC training is now in-country and 

complicated by negotiating life with a host 

family, the content and material of the training 

seemed almost identical to me. Also, the 
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Saturday shots! Vacation policy remained the same, and I was able to see much of Gabon. I was 

especially happy that I was able to go on a short safari with each of my adult daughters, on 

separate occasions. Gabon six years ago was just beginning to expand its tourism industry, and 

the safaris were very pristine. The animals were unaccustomed to visitors, and it seemed like a 

much more exciting trip than I have been on in other countries where animals do not seem at all 

camera shy. 

On my way home from Gabon, I stopped in Istanbul where I was able to reunite with my Turkish 

counterpart and roommate and their husbands. We had a great time reminiscing and drinking, 

just like the old days! Nüket told me that she had recently been to Ankara and visited Hacettepe. 

They still have an operating hospital social work department and give a graduate degree of social 

work through the university as well. No one she had talked with remembered her or knew that 

Peace Corps had been there at the instigation of their program. They remember the Turkish man 

whom we met as he was hired for my job when I left. And to me, that seems as it should be. 


